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K zatčení došlo v Cardonově domě v Connecticutu, jedné z několika

nemovitostí, které on a jeho manželka Marissa Pérez, bývalá vítězka

soutěže krásy, někdy sdílejí se svými dvěma dětmi, Miguelem, Jr., a

Celine.

Kolem poledne vtrhli mariňáci do sídla Cardony, když pan Cardona a

jeho žena dávali do trouby krůtu a připravovali kastrol se zelenými

fazolemi. Specifika zatčení nejsou jasná, ale zdroje z JAG řekly RRN,

že pár zaječel, když zjistil, že hledí dolů na obchodní konec pušek

M27 námořní pěchoty. Perezová byla také zatčena a zůstane ve

vojenské vazbě, zatímco JAG vyšetřuje, zda sehrála roli ve zločinech

svého manžela. Dospělé děti páru nebyly v době zatčení doma, uvedly

zdroje.

Cardona se stala terčem příležitosti v září poté, co White Hats u US

Army Cyber   Command „získal“ znepokojivé, důvěrné dopisy, které

Cardona napsal a poslal dozorcům školních obvodů v Arizoně,

Kalifornii, Michiganu a New Yorku. Cardona v korespondenci

bezostyšně povzbuzoval okresy, aby najímaly nebinární učitele, a

napsal: „Moderní mládež musí v raném věku přijmout principy

moderního světa. Ne každý kluk je kluk a ne každá holka je holka.

Vystavení se nebinární fakultě pomůže dnešním studentům –

zítřejším vůdcům – pochopit, že pohlaví je volba a není při narození

povinné.“

Depeše Cardony také zmínila najímání transvestitů pro zvýšení

rozmanitosti.

Tím ale šílenství neskončilo.

Následující měsíc zaslal školním obvodům další poznámky, v nichž

znovu potvrdil svůj postoj, že cisgenderová fakulta bude vyřazena a

nahrazena zaměstnanci hlásícími se k „progresivním“ hodnotám.

Faustian Cardona navíc prosazoval myšlenku, že děti ve věku od

deseti let – žáci 4.  – se budou učit o operacích na změnu pohlaví

a blokátorech puberty, které brání rozvoji organických biologických

třídy
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pohlavních znaků. Cardona navíc uvedl, že požádal HHS, aby tlačila

na pojišťovny, aby financovaly „péči potvrzující pohlaví“ pro školní

děti.

„Jako pedagogové máme odpovědnost zajistit, aby studenti měli

sexuální možnosti. Musíme přijmout naši roli. Cisgender rodiče

nejsou způsobilí poučovat své děti o sexualitě v dnešním vyvíjejícím

se světě,“ napsal Cardona.

JAG říká, že Cardona tím, že prosazuje radikální agendu ohrožující

životy dětí, překročil své pravomoci a musí být hnán k odpovědnosti.

„Jeho rámec nemá nic společného se vzděláním. Je to indoktrinace.

Ničí mysl poddajných, ovlivnitelných dětí. Pokud chce dospělý člověk

změnu pohlaví, tak ano. Žádný faul. Cardona je vinen ze zrady proti

zemi a proti každému dítěti a rodiči v zemi,“ uvedl zdroj JAG.

Na závěr náš zdroj řekl, že JAG odhalí další důkazy o Cardonovi, až

bude obviněn před vojenským soudem.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep

State. Real Raw News potřebuje podporu čtenářů, aby

přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři

knihy a najmout talenty z vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše

pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které

kopírují/vkládají naše duševní vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin

prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

(Návštíveno 46 685 krát, 46 685 návštěv dnes)
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My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal

PC). She has been out of w0rk for quite some time however last

month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the PC(Personal

PC) for 9 hours per day. For more detail visit this article..

http://incomeliberty911.blogspot.com/

Last edited 11 hours ago by Barshembar

I’m glad to finally see these type of filth have justice knocking on

their door. It’s about time that people that push this type of shit get

taken away and disposed of permanently. I’m looking forward to

hearing that the entire earth is cleansed of this type of scum.

Just think of all the babies born born addicted to drugs and booze

during the 80s and 90s. They were called the “wasted generation”.

Hence, the problems of frontallobe damage are very obvious.

I think my mother did drugs and drank when she was pregnant with

me. I attempted murder/suicide while in the womb by yanking the

placenta off the wall of her womb. Unfortunately it failed.

I wonder if he will have that shit eating grin on his face when he

swings from a rope?

I wonder what his famous last words are going to be; Fuck ya’all, You

can’t do this to me, do you know who I am, You won’t getaway with

this, or Hawk a lugie at Crandall.

All of a sudden, it dawned on me that if I find some of RRN’s reports

unbelievable, it may be because Real Raw News reports on the Dem

charlatans and con artists who push unbelievable policies, measures,

and ideologies, whereas MSM outlets fail to do the same.

Criminals should swing, others sent back to their home countries,

babies or no babies. The anchor baby system needs to stop. If illegals

become legal, they should learn to speak the English language and

abide by our state and federal laws. And if not returned to their home

countries.

http://incomeliberty911.blogspot.com/
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you have not had the privilege of being around many spics,eh?

Here's what they understand: Lo siento poppy. No bueno. Vas a 
morir 

Criminals, hanged , yes. No prison. The rest back across the

border and let them find their way home. They found their

way up here so why should we pay for anything further

than the border. If they want to become citizens, they have

to abide by the rules and the laws and be able to read road

signs!! A Must. Keep the border closed and Military on

watch.

You don’t get it.

The spics WANT YOUR LAND. They don’t give a fuck about speaking

english or assimilation. They want TO assimilate the US into their

kingdom of filth.

muslms invading Kent Wash, too,, East Indians, nobody speaks

ENglish.. Africans, too… I’m the only white person in my

neighborhood.. they are forcing us out by INVADING en masse

Hard decisions are here. Ethnic cleansing or adios americanos!

In my purview, the goat raping mohammads are worse than the

spics.

You can thank O’Bummer for all of those low end ya-hoos, that have

come slinking in. I remember Kent, WA was a decent non-crowded

town in the 80’s, but the lower enders from Klopstokia and Elbonia

and other down stream shit hole clap traps, started meandering in

slowly and the nice stores and restaurants moved on and the area

started getting real seedy and then certain parts of Auburn too.

Remember, though, all of these towns are in Wokey King County and

Shittatle is the County seat and that town has been turned upside

down by the Wokey-okey libbies and, plus, a India-n dingbat city

council tart, that cranks out a wokey shit for brains agenda of how to
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wreck Shittale even further down the libby stinkpit…. many

businesses have left, plus it’s scary in the daytime too! The Kazarians

sure have done a dandy job of infiltrating the Dummycrapper party, I

must say……

Not americanos…but adios AngloSaxon. You destroyed,, bombed

through proxy war, looting their natural resources from all mid east,

Africa, Asia, South America countries and forced them out of their

land..here they came down here. Whose fault then?????

If you Anglo-Saxon not greedy and arrogant…none would happened

here

You know she there to represent the people of MI. Like Indiana has a

Ukrainian there to represent Indiana. Haha they need more of our

money, its for the greater good. Have to laugh it’s just to fucking hard

to believe this country is in such shit. I hope the military is watching

that petition sent to scotus to remove this regime and 388 members

of Congress.. They need to finally uphold their oath to uphold the

constitution……..

Last edited 1 hour ago by Johnny

Sec. OF Education Cardona has actively pushed for gender

reassignment in children to be part of the curriculum in grade

schools and high school, He wants these children to be taught by the

educators/teachers in these public school that there is more than two

genders and that children should be taught they can be any gender

they decide. He was also contacting and promoting , encouraging

insurance companies to provide coverage for young and older

children to receive gender reassignment treatment and surgeries,

ALL of this heinous shit is way beyond the scope and authority as

Sec. of EDUCATION. This is the reason for Julie’s comment,

although she may have something else to say, as I can’t speak for

Julie. I responded because the question should be addressed and this

is an open forum. Take Care
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They got corruption, so do whites, and blacks….It’s often young and

dumb and misled. They hate their country because the criminal

always gets their money, they can’t even buy a house. Other’s say it’s

safer in Mexico if you know how to do it, live in certain places and

travel certain roads, they stay really safe, depending on where they

are.

In Cardona’s case, I saw no indication after searching that his

parents are illegals, or that they did not become citizens. He was

born here, so he is automatically a citizen, but that does not mean his

parents are not citizens and did not take the oath. A little critical

thinking here, guys.

Did a search on Cardona. I saw no indication searching that his

parents are illegals, or that they did not become citizens. Not every

Latino that comes to America’s shores, rich or poor, is automatically

illegal. Some do come in the right way.

well, who would reveal the truth if that spic’s progenitors WERE

illegal? It’s been scrubbed for years probably

If parents are in the United States LEGALLY , migrants , legal aliens ,

living in the USA and they have kids , those kids are now

AMERICANS, this is the way I have always understood the LAW. The

term anchor baby refers to children born to illegals that have pretty

much just crossed over into the USA to have their children, with the

thinking that their child is now an American , there by the child

being an American , the parents( illegals ) are now eligible for

welfare, Medicaide , Social Security benefits, I do believe this has

been changed but I am not positive on this.

stop the unlimited flood of HIBVisas from China and India, too.. they

are having babies and expect them to anchor them here, too..

Brahims are invading America.. with their High tech Chinese spies
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I know that in the case concerning China , this has been used to bring

Chinese COMMUNISTS GOOKS into the United States, members of

the US Congress, USDOJ and the FBI , INS , have actively facilitated

this heinous breach of the National Security of the United States as

well as numerous US Federal laws, And yes this is TREASON at the

very least. ALL parties involved should be arrested by US Military ,

and be held before a US Military Court and Tribunal , then

PUNISHED SEVERELY, EXECUTION IS WARRANTED

Hi Karen, no complain down here. You need to run for government

job… to fulfill your wish.

Every human crossing the USA border is a criminal! The Founders of

USA instructed Americans to shoot to kill any human entering the

nation to be shot dead because ALL BORDER CROSSERS ARE

ANARCHISTS. The Founders were/are 100% correct!

NO, just send them back the country in which they were born. They

did not commit TREASON, they were invited here by Byedan the

hung fake president.

You don’t get it.

The spics WANT YOUR LAND. They don’t give a fuck about speaking

english or assimilation. They want TO assimilate the US into their

kingdom of filth.

Not Cardona, he was born here and possibly his parents were, too.

But because of the treasonous acts, he needs to go to GITMO and

stay there for life. Even deporting him, were he illegal but he is not,

would be too good for him for what he is doing to our kids. I hate

traitors, whether they are citizens or not.

Cardona should be EXECUTED, not given a Life sentence. His

criminal acts and TREASON , WARRANT EXECUTION. He is an

American citizen and again he should be EXECUTED.
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All 12 million plus of them? If you can even find them. Finding them

is like the proverbial searching for a needle in a hay stack. On second

thought, the Democrats know where they are, right? Lord help us.

needle in a haystack? no way.

Wait until the EBT cards get funded and then go to some stores in

the shitty part of your city. The spics shopping with EBT are like

cockroaches when it’s dark.

WINCO in KENT, WA.. all illegals shopping like mad with food

stamps.. my friend went the night before THanksgiving at 9pm.. he

said all MExicans.. looked like illegals all shopping with food stamp

cards.. you are right.. i think they shop “after hours”

If the US can track a cow from Canada to the US and then all over the

US to the slaughterhouse, then they can track the illegals. Just go to

any job site and find Spanish speakers, then check them out. Check

every Hispanic on the welfare rolls, etc. Then offer a $1,000 bounty

for every one that gets turned in. There are ways.

The White Hats have been tracking them since Biden claimed office.

They know where they are and will round them up and ship back

when Trump is back.

Quite doubtful.

Trump/WH know the west is in full demographic collapse. Sorry

guys, but no one will do anything about these illegals but the

commoners of the country.

but hey, if believing in delusion assuages your anguish, cool crackers!

NO , the White Hats can do this before Trump gets back, they do not

need Trump to perform what should have never be allowed to

happen in the first place.
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12 million? lmao. in truth reagan gave amnesty in the 80s to close to

that many. currently 50 million at least. every major metropolitan

area in this country is currently majority illegal.

did you notice the Macy’s Day Parade was heavily leaning to cater to

POC… every other float or them was DEI oriented and anti white…

Must be the Mayor’s commie community organizers in charge

Macy’s is a predominantly Jewish owned and operated retail store.

Mayor of NYC Eric Adams is a democrat and a marxist – communist

– satanist . These two have been promoting marxist , communist

zionst jew satanist agendas being the wholesale destruction and

elimination of Global Humanity , hence their promotion of the Woke

agendas and ALL the garbage and shit that comes with it. Do some

research and see for yourself.

If and when these illegals and INSURGENTS are rounded up, they

should be removed and ALL of them should be sent to Israel, YES ,

send these illegals and INSURGENTS to Israel. Zionist satanist jews

are the FUCKS behind ALL of this mass invasion of illegals and

INSURGENTS into the United States and Europe, therefore these

people should be sent to Israel. Let the fucking satanist jews deal

with their heinous plans and maniacal agendas. Then the Nations

and People of the World can see just how these GENOCIDAL satanist

jews deal with this. And when the jews VIOLATE the human rights

and dignities of these migrants, INSURGENTS etc. the Israelis ,

satanist jews , jews will FACE JUSTICE and the WRATH of ALL

HUMANITY as they will be VANQUISHED,….ENTIRELY. FUCK the

heebs and FUCK Israel.

Dave, be very careful. God will curse those who curses his chosen

people. Not making it up. Look it up in holy scriptures. Blessings,

Some traitors are too heinous even to deport. Why sully the countries

they came from? Lock them up for life. Some countries will not take

back people who left, so that would leave them stateless.
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If they are traitors , conspirators to TREASON , CRIMES AGAINST

HUMANITY and ACTS OF TERRORISM , they should be

EXECUTED.

How about you listen to several hours of testimony from traumatized

kids who were mentally and sexually abused by occultists?

Some ppl on here are TOO soft.

California, due to high population, & being a large state, has helped

add crucial members to the House. I’ve also heard, California may be

the one to blow the socks off the Election Rigging, 2020 & 2022. If

we decertify elections, it is enough by itself. We actually voted

Newsom out in a recall election that was not honored. We just voted

for Brian Dahle, a Constitutional Law Attorney, & were similarly

disenfranchised from our vote. We are not all LA & SF. ~~California

Girl.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Tracy Reinert

I completely agree. And if you believe MB stories the Newsom now is

a double? I believe the lack of voter turn out in 2022 is due to

decades of fraud realizing it was a waste of time or missing mail in

ballots. Remember the boat parades for trump?

There were more votes for the Newsom recall than he got in this

election. Californians need to fight- not move away.

Some times EXTREME FORCE AND VIOLENCE are the

mechanisms needed for positive and moral resolution to overt

criminal take-over , seizure and criminal corruption of government,

which has happened to the State and local government bodies in

California. This has to be performed by the TRUSTED US

CONSTITUTIONAL ABIDING and ENFORCING , US MILITARY ,

Special Forces and US Special Operations Units and or the righteous

CITIZENS of the United States of America , The Republic.
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The focus is on Maricopa County in AZ currently. I enjoin all to pray

that Kari Lake and her team of cyber ninjas among others, will be

blessed with a Court victory. Then all the dominoes will fall regarding

the election fraud. You see, right after the election, the enemy was

doing everything they could to start a civil war. Lord help,us.

the enemy realizes this doesnt end without much bloodshed.

apparently the people you consider white hats think we are gonna

talk the deep state to death.

Yea man, the US conservatives are beating the DS with their hostile

memes and abrasive comments at PTA meetings!

Shit, Patton should have commissioned a cartoon platoon to fight the

nazis!

Just you watch God’s mighty power deliver us from the grips of the

evil. I trust only Him no one else. Blessings,

I live in CT. There has been a real uptick in military planes for the

last several weeks. I hoped they were cleaning house.

NO , a Fair Tribunal before a US Military Court as these criminals are

ENEMY COMBATANTS , CONSPIRATORS TO TREASON , CRIMES

AGAINST HUMANITY , ACTS OF TERRORISM and possibly much

more heinous criminal acts.

Monkey Werx just mentioned Camp Justice at Diego Garcia so they

could be holding a lot of them there

I believe there are now five places where tribunals are being held.

Might speed things up a bit.

I have heard some other places were Tierra Del Fuego,XPL Honduras

and Opa Locka,what places have you heard?

With massive arrests in sight, even more locations are needed. I’m

sure they’re working on that.
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OK, Diego Garcia, Gitmo, Tiera Del Fuego, Guam, White House, and

I heard something about Azores or Canarie Islands, oh, and

Greenland. Am I missing anything?? (This is not a joke!)

I’ve seen a video of a couple of people emerging from the White

House wheeling stretchers with what look like body bags on them.

I’d been checking/following flights in and out of Camp Justice on an

almost daily basis and can confirm that there are more than usual air

traffic activity there than usual. Same for Gitmo.

How many are left? Someone has a list but we get this trickle that I

think needs to be major issue oriented. There’s so many more

obviously. Is there a way to get a progress report like how many more

to go? How are other countries doing their deep state arrests?

Another reason for Thanksgiving this week. God bless our troops.

God curse the neuron-deficient, limp waisted deep staters.

when are they coming to Washington state.. we need MAJOR

CLEANUP ON AISLE EVERGREEN STATE!!! MAJOR

INFESTATION OF RATS!!!

What in the flying fuck is going on here? How is this even possible?

Did I wake up in an alternate reality/bad Xfiles episode?

Nope….you just “woke up” to the horrible reality that’s been thinly

veiled for a long time. It’s horrible, isn’t it? Ugh.

LMFO! It’s not possible, if you use your critical thinking skills when

reading these articles which quite a few faithful RRN followers lack,

on here

One thing that sells to me the truth on this particular article is the

examples of the written correspondence. I believe this is mild to how

they talk when these sick perverts communicate amongst each other

to implement their kiddie corruption programs.
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First gays got out of the closet, then pedophiles, and satanists…All

they need to carry on is the appearance of authority like a fake

president.

The really heinous shit is most probably spoken in a scif or at the

Black Mass masonic , satanic ritual murder sacrifice events

You must have arisen from a coma or you have been under the spell

so – to – speak. It’s good that your are back.

Sadly, these politicos were given saline. They all knew they were

given fake shots. All of them in on it, complicit as all hell.

Trump said early on before the vax “we have a cure for it, it’s called

Hydroxychloroquine”. That got covered up fast. He obviously lied

about the jab to make money or get fame or avoid getting killed if he

wasn’t cloned already….I think it was a war on stupid people. The

offer was a choice. Biden side wanted force jab. Red pill side is “we’re

gonna lie to you, that’s what we do but you can say no if your smart

enough to figure it out”. Blue pill side is like “we’re gonna lie to you

but we make sure you die easy on morphine….or so fast there’s no

suffering.

This may seem after the fact but we continue to get messages from

people who question DJT’s OWS vaccine and won’t support him.

The DS’ original plan was to get their vaccine FDA and LEGALIZE a

mandate. Has DJT waited, their plan have forced every American to

get their vaccine — by LAW.

DJT knew this and tried to promote every other Treatment Plan out

there—other than their vaccine but got pounced on. Realizing that he

could not stop what they were doing ( and majority of the people still

could not see what was happening) he initiated the Warp Speed

version.
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Thus knowing that even “his vaccine” was no cure and came with

risks, it was the only way to prevent the DS’s version from being

mandated. DJT KEPT IT OPTIONAL. This is why he can honestly say

he “saved millions of lives.” He saved the American people from

legally forced to get the death jab.

This is the kind of war we’ve been in. Risks on either side- casualties

included. We need to see the bigger Plan; and why we need to

appropriate The Blood of Jesus in everything we do. Hope this helps.

Blessings,

Meant to say on the second paragraph, The DS’s original plan was to

get their vaccine FDA approved and legalize a mandate. Had DJT

waited, their plan would have forced every American to get their

vaccine-— by LAW. Sorry about that.

What secret society is he a part of. This is the root of this country

problem. Get rid of all the secret oath keepers. I know it’s alot of

them.

I believe God has has enough. So many apostates, so many churches

satan being built, so many turning to ‘their’ new religion of satanism.

So, like a plague God is given the masses what they want, no law, no

order, all sexual immoralities available.

As Jesus says: ask and you shall receive……

I don’t think that was the context in which Jesus said it. The last

thing God wants to give us is more abominations and evil practices.

Yes. God gave us free will. Yes, God gave us choices. Yes, He puts life

and death before us but He encourages us to choose life, if we look in

Deuteronomy. He wants us to prosper, not be destroyed. He HATES

that above all else.

They do want to depopulate the earth. Well, we can all start the

depopulation by getting rid of those that want the depopulation. That

should be good for a few million at least.
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Take them all down. Take them all down.

Yes, & they ain’t in their right minds. Their hazing & rituals & peer

pressure have created monsters filled with demons. If they were ever

valid in any way, they’ve long since become corrupted & Satanic from

the Deep State Khazarian Cabal influence from within. High degree

members sell their soul to the devil~ that’s a fact.

Take a look at SES (senior Executive Service) and you will find many

of our upper level bureaucrats came from them. Each person from

SES needs to be investigated to the core!

NO need for investigation , the SES are chosen and appointed to

serve the establishment inbred , masonic , zionist , satanist jew

oligarchs. The ENTIRE SES, should and will most likely be arrested,

taken to a GITMO facilities, held before US Military Courts ,

Tribunals , and PUNISHED ,many will be EXECUTED.

Hope military shut off oven before they left, and placed food on floor

for the dogs & cats if any.

Last edited 12 hours ago by John .S

Better yet, I trust they arranged for someone to call a shelter to pick

up the food and give it to those in need….and yes take care of any

animals on the premises by calling animal services

nah man, sources say they left the oven on in fervent anticipation of

Bankman getting Fried

I wonder if the adult children will be wondering where their parents

are and if they will be filing a missing person’s report?

Hey Lloyd,I’m still waiting for confirmation one way or the other but

it is interesting that if this did happen that the adult children aren’t

on the news reporting that their parents are missing…

 
Hope that you had a great Thanksgiving
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A note was left on the kitchen counter, Food is in the oven , enjoy the

meal , Be BACK…………? Happy Thanksgiving!

That’s why we all have to step up and change things.

Constitutionally, that is, and not by some leftist Rothschilian loser’s

name!!

Other states may have already complied with his heinous bullshit, He

has them ” covered “.

THEY WILL ANALOG RECORD IT. I ALWAYS SAY, SHOW THEM

EVERYTHING, EVEN IF IT HURTS, AND IT WILL HURT A HELL

OF A LOT!! HERE COMES THE PAIN!!

Although these arrests are definitely a positive development against

the transhumanist agenda, what is the ultimate benefit if these

parasites can be readily cloned or duplicated? What is being done

about the dark side’s ability to literally manufacture armies?

Last edited 11 hours ago by jimbo

Duplicates or clones can be easily handled by white hat handlers

such as DJT. He is JB’s primary handler ICYMI. Lord help us,

Shoot the manufactured armies in the groin , that is where the brain

and central nervous systems have been located.

The evil lunatic baby raping child multilating sacks of phlegm

monsters wrapped in skin, need to either be put into mental asylums

with no hope of release or the death penalty. If put into asylums they

must have their genitals perverted like they want to do with OUR

children and lobotomys.

 
End of discussion!

Better to just hang all of them. We don’t want to have to feed them

for years while they are in a mental asylum. They want depopulation

so let it start with them.
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Better that than they walk the streets still. Cheaper to lock them up

than kill them. $70,000 per head to incarcerate versus

$1,000,000.00 to execute them. If keeping them in jail for life means

keeping them off the streets and away from our sons and daughters,

then our tax dollars are working well. Our kids matter above all else.

Your numbers are BULLSHIT, you must be a lawyer or attorney, are

you with the ACLU? USDOJ? SPLC? ADL? These degenerate

deranged lowlifes are being held before US Military Tribunals , then

punished. There is NO jurisdiction by the US LEGAL RACKETS and

RACKETEERS. These lowlifes are being treated as ENEMY

COMBATANTS, their status as American citizens has ENDED.

ENEMY COMBATANTS, this is why they get US Military courts and

Tribunals . This is the way it goes for these TREASONOUS FUCKS.

ENEMY COMBATANTS do not even have to be held before US

Military Courts and Tribunals , they can be EXECUTED on the field

of BATTLE. I would expect that many of these assholes have been

EXECUTED on the field of BATTLE already, but you will not hear

about that ………till later.

No details of the arrest other than putting a turkey in the oven and

green bean casserole. Sounds pretty detailed other that the zip ties

that were most likely used to subdue…..c’mon Mike!!

Ted Striker: My orders came through. My squadron ships out

tomorrow. We’re bombing the storage depots at Daiquiri at 1800

hours. We’re coming in from the north, below their radar.

 
– Elaine Dickinson: When will you be back?

 
– Ted Striker: I can’t tell you that. It’s classified.

The key detail came at the very start of the opening sentence.

However, yesterday, I mentioned that roasting the proverbial turkey

appears to be on the decline, but that the green bean casserole seems

to have become standard. I may be on to something … Thanks for the

reminder.
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That’s why they make sauce. I never liked the taste of green

vegetables so I put soemthing on it to kill the taste. Sauce makes a

difference in anything you cook.

Cardona wants educators to teach that gender is a choice, that God’s

will for each child be usurped, that each parent’s care should also be

usurped. Yeah, they teach that you can take your blockers, cut off

your breasts, cut off your penises, put on the clothing and then go out

there and gaslight everyone around you. My heart goes out to each of

these children and I pray that we be released from this Satanic

nightmare soon. They plan on legally taking these children from their

parents. For the Love of God, this needs to stop. Can’t believe I even

have to write these words

We can’t believe this is actually happening to our youth,. Writing

these sword show We the People oppose this for our youth!

The whole gender reassignment , conditioning the children on the

numerous multitudes of genders , the use of proper pronouns for

those that are gender sensitive, etc. , ALL of this crap is for the New

World Orders ultimate agenda of TRANSHUMANISM, YES ,

TRANSHUMANISM, You need to do some research, and this is

satanic, SATANIC. This is FACT, NOT BULLSHIT. VERY SERIOUS

STUFF GOING ON HERE, and most of Humanity is OBLIVIOUS to

what is going on.

The most expeditious thing that could occur is forcibly taking the

kids and might as well go for the guns too. Let’s get this party

started!

May the Lord God Yahweh damn his and his children and his wife’s

soul to hell.

They are all part of an abomination to the natural, healthy, good

world God created.
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Don’t tell him to be careful with that, he has a right to speak his

mind. He has a right to be angry about his treason and his hatred for

students as we are. THESE ARE OUR KIDS WE’RE TALKING

ABOUT!

 
These people do not deserve to walk away freely for telling our sons

and daughters to take puberty blockers, cut off their body parts, not

tell their parents and live like a monstrous horror for the rest of their

lives all for some stupid agenda. I’m mad as hell myself that our

children are being force-fed this bilge. Nobody likes a paedophile,

incest aggressor, rapist, transsexual or any sort of sex offender or

LGBTQIAP-indoctrinator. There is a reason President Putin’s

lawmakers passed that law prohibiting any sort of LGBTQ

propaganda in Russia. He’s only trying to protect the kids, and I

don’t blame him a bit. President Trump is not standing for that CRT

being rammed down the young ones’s noggins, or LGBTQ “screw the

parents knowing” cisgender-hating nonsense, either. Nor is

Hungary’s Victor Orban or Italy’s Giorgia Meloni. At least the kids

won’t be gay or be forcibly sterilized and can’t have kids later. Those

LGBTQIAP sex-change procedures should be globally banned, even

for adults. There is just too much sex change regret going on —

especially for the kids who were lied to and their families who were

lied to by tehd octyors and surgeons and therapists, including Jazz’s

parents on TV’s “I Am Jazz.” And it must stop now.

insiderpaper dot com forward slash russian-lawmakers-approve-law-

banning-lgbtq-propaganda

sexchangeregret dot com

Well spoken Xena!

I would not want Jazz’s karma and I especially wouldn’t want the

mother’s karma. She is the driver here.They think they are doing

such a favour for humanity but they are, in fact, serving the Satanic

agenda. Jazz is pushing 400 pounds from the female hormones and

her life is ruined forever.
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Please Please Please televise this trial so every parent will get sick to

their stomach seeing what they have been doing to the children!

I get sick to my stomach when I see most spics, especially the day

EBT cards are funded!

nah, I just give the beaners a wide berth and hold my nose when in

close physical proximity!

Hispanics smell weird, their food maybe?

Have you tried walking around with a clothes pin on your nose, then?

Keeps your hands free.

SANCTUARY state of Washington is FULL of illegals.. every time i go

to grocery store.. foreigners who don’t speak English from ALL

across 3rd world are lining up for free food on the back of American

citizens.. WHO VOTED FOR THIS FREE FOR ALL??? NOBODY!!

Probably, he doesn’t have one. Probably, he had it cut off so he can

be like all the children he wants to slice and dice…I hope that

platform malfunctions again….

Thank GOD!!! Another satanist that is trying to transform the race of

Man into freaks of nature. The Creator of Mankind is ready to bring

the scum to the swamp.

As you so aptly wrote, ” Another … trying to transform … into … of

nature.” Add to that: So they cannot procreate, for he hates

humankind.

His children should be arrested as well. They probably were

brainwashed by him and might be abusing their own children.

Well if my parents came up missing on Thanksgiving day or any

other day I would be filing a missing person’s report
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Miguel Cardona was instructed by someone to promote these

policies. He did not fabricate and impose these ideas without

approval from his leaders. I hope he squeals like the pig he is and

they all go down.

IDTS. I heard the prisoners were kept in solitary confinement and

never leave their cells, not to eat or shower or crap.

You do understand he is paid handsomely to do this! I’m sure his

kids were not subjected ti this insanity! You cannot be in a position

of power and not be a part of this!!

check out Mr Whitmer and you'[ll see the olfactory instrument is

clearly Jew Standard Issue.

Will do. Speaking of “Standard Issue,” given the oftentimes common

nature of said interests or activities and their pervasiveness, can one

help but wonder if we’re not talking the Synagogue thereof …

YES!!! These demons who are trying to ruin the lives and minds of

children all need to visit GITMO!! Good job President Trump and

White Hats. The most important thing is protecting the lives of our

children from these demonic beings in our government. Lord we

can’t fight them without you. Everyone pray as hard as you can that

the White Hats will reap a bumper crop and GITMO will be very busy

for a while.

We’re still living under a criminal coup d’eta CCP puppet

regime,we’re being massively invaded and repopulated every

day,we’re in a hundred plus billion dollar inexhaustibly printed proxy

war against Russia and they’re still very much in possession of the

levers of power with which to continue “transforming” us and loads

worse.They don’t care who gets grabbed as long as they can continue

destroying.Locusts take no thought of their success.They keep

feasting until they’re destroyed and driven out
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This is great news…may God speed to get them all and save the

children from this evil! It seems like justice is taking forever, but I

know that God is moving!

Every school superintendent should be sent a message that if they do

what Cardona says, there will be dire consequences to contend with

and all turkeys will be confiscated.

Miguel Cardona’s clone will hit the ground running without missing

a beat. These arrests have no effect on the policies carried out by the

Biden regime.

Behold the filthy hispanic deceit twisting on Cardona’s face as a

smile. The wetback spic is putatively a sub-species of the Homo

Sapien. Similar to how africans mated with mongols to make the

chinese communist dyke, sand niggers mated with inca/aztecs to

make the present day spic replete with the hallmark hispanic lisp!

“Cardona… exceeded his purview and must be held to account”

Yes. And what I also see here is a total lack of conscience – the

definition of a sociopath/psychopath. A normal person with a

conscience would never do what he did.

Schools of Education are the academic slums of most Universities.

Job number one for teachers is to expose students to pornographic

material while encouraging them to take puberty blocking and

chemically castrating drugs that are also used on convicted sex

offenders and to undergo surgery that mutilates their genitals. These

sewer rats will keep on keeping on, regardless of the status of Miguel

Cardona or his subsequent clones.

Having become more of a skeptic lately, I’ll be watching for any

public appearances by Secretary of Education Miguel Cardona in the

coming weeks. I know I’ll get flamed here, but I ask you, have you
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seen the current Alec Baldwin in the news? He has been in the news,

and in my opinion, not even a robot could duplicate that despicable

human trash. And yet, there he is, not dead.

So the “information” you got said they were putting a turkey and

green bean casserole in the oven? A turkey would take hours while

the green beans are 20 minutes at most. Not to mention that the

turkey would cook at 325 at most while the green beans would be

around 425. Reminds me of a quote from a documentary I watched

once.

Ted Striker: My orders came through. My squadron ships out

tomorrow. We’re bombing the storage depots at Daiquiri at 1800

hours. We’re coming in from the north, below their radar.

 
– Elaine Dickinson: When will you be back?

 
– Ted Striker: I can’t tell you that. It’s classified.

It may be, as the green beans are “30 mins or until hot” at only 350…

But he does make a good point … :s

Gee do you think the bean casserole was being prepared to go into

the oven LATER? It is a distinct possibility that cannot be ignored,

LOL. Good God.

You wouldn’t know how to bake a turkey if one was shoved up your

butt. You’ve probably tried that.

I see that I have returned to your shit-list, Mr. Baxter. You must

suppose me to be a very dangerous man. I invite you, personally, to

view my 33rd episode on rum ble chan. It has dots of use to all of the

awakened ones.

Just cap this pos twice in the back of the head. Dump home in some

bushes in DC. Call it suicide. Everyone will blame it on Clinton.

“Cardona became a target of opportunity in September, after White

Hats at U.S. Army Cyber Command “obtained” disturbing,

confidential letters Cardona had authored and sent to school district
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superintendents in Arizona, California, Michigan, and New York. In

the correspondence, Cardona brazenly encouraged districts to hire

non-binary teachers, writing, “Modern youth must adopt the

principles of a modern world, at an early age. Not every boy is a boy

and not every girl is a girl. Exposure to non-binary faculty will help

today’s students—tomorrow’s leaders—understand gender is a choice

and not mandated at birth.”

 
Cardona’s dispatch also mentioned hiring transvestites to increase

diversity.”

 
““As educators we have a responsibility to make sure students have

sexual options. We must accept our role. Cisgender parents are not

qualified to instruct their children of sexuality in today’s evolving

world,” Cardona wrote.”

 THAT BASTARD IS GOING TO HANG.

Excellent work, Michael, Thank you. Please continue. Hope your

Thanksgiving dinner was delicious!

 

 


